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BILEPTON CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLEBETA DECAY IN THE ECONOMICAL 3�3�1 MODELD. V. Soa a*, P. V. Dong b**, T. T. Huong b, H. N. Long baDepartment of Physis, Hanoi University of Eduation10000, Hanoi, VietnambInstitute of Physis, VAST10000, Hanoi, VietnamReeived May 29, 2008A new bound of the mixing angle between harged gauge bosons (the standard-model W and the bilepton Y )in the eonomial 3�3�1 model is given. Possible ontributions of the harged bileptons to the neutrinolessdouble beta ((��)0�) deay are disussed. We show that the (��)0� deay in this model is due to both theMajorana hM�iL and Dira hM�iD neutrino masses. If the mixing angle is in the range of the ratio of neutrinomasses hM�iL=hM�iD, the Majorana and Dira masses are omparable to eah other and both may give themain ontribution to the deay. As a result, onstraints on the bilepton mass are given.PACS: 12.60.Fr, 14.80.Cp, 12.60.Cn1. INTRODUCTIONThe SU(3)C
SU(2)L
U(1)Y standard model (SM)of the strong and eletroweak interations, with theSU(2)L
U(1)Y symmetry spontaneously broken downto the U(1)Q of eletromagnetism, is an exellent de-sription of the interations of elementary partilesdown to distanes of the order of 10�16 m. But the SMalso leaves many striking features of the physis of ourworld unexplained. Some of them are the generationnumber problem, the eletri harge quantization, andthe neutrino mass. Reent experimental results of Su-perKamiokande Collaboration [1℄, KamLAND [2℄, andSNO [3℄ on�rm that the neutrinos are massive and the�avor lepton number is not onserved; this implies thatthe SM must be extended.A very ommon proposal to solve some of theseproblems onsists in enlarging the gauge symmetrygroup, to the one that properly ontains the SMgroup. For instane, the SU(5) grand uni�ationmodel [4℄ an unify the interations and predits theeletri harge quantization, and the E6 group an alsounify the interations and might explain the massesof the neutrinos [5; 6℄. Nevertheless, suh models an-*E-mail: dvsoa�asso.iop.vast.a.vn**E-mail: pvdong�iop.vast.a.vn

not explain the generation number problem. Amongthe extensions of the SM, the models based on theSU(3)C 
 SU(3)L 
 U(1)X (3�3�1) gauge group [7, 8℄have some intriguing features. First, they an partlyexplain the number of generations. This is beause themodels are anomaly-free only if the number of gener-ations N is a multiple of three. If the ondition ofthe asymptoti freedom in QCD is also added, whihis valid only if the number of generations of quarksis not less than 5, then it follows that the number ofgenerations is equal to 3. Seond, the third quark gen-eration has to be di�erent from the �rst two, whihleads to a possible explanation of why the top quark isunharateristially heavy. Besides, the Peei�Quinnsymmetry naturally ours in these models [9℄.A few di�erent versions of the 3�3�1 model havebeen proposed. In the minimal version [10℄, the threeknown left-handed lepton omponents for eah gen-eration are assoiated with three SU(3)L triplets as(�l; l; l)L, where lL is related to the right-handedisospin singlet of the harged lepton l in the SM. Thesalar setor of this model is quite ompliated (threetriplets and one sextet). In the variant model, i.e., themodel with right-handed neutrinos [11℄, three SU(3)Llepton triplets are of the form (�; l; �)L, where �L isrelated to the right-handed omponent of the neutrino871



D. V. Soa, P. V. Dong, T. T. Huong, H. N. Long ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009�eld �L. The salar setor of this model requires threeHiggs triplets. It is interesting to note that in thismodel, two Higgs triplets have the same U(1)X hargewith two neutral omponents at their top and bot-tom. Allowing vauum expetation values (VEVs) ofthese neutral omponents, we an redue the numberof Higgs triplets to two. A model of this kind was pro-posed reently [12, 13℄. The salar setor of this modelis minimal with just two Higgs triplets, and hene ithas been alled the eonomial 3�3�1 model [14℄. Thephenomenology of this model is presented in detailin [15, 16℄.Despite the reent experimental advanes in neu-trino physis, we do not yet know if the neutrinos areDira or Majorana partiles. If the neutrinos are Majo-rana partiles, then the mass terms violate the leptonnumber by two units, whih may result in importantonsequenes in partile physis and osmology. A ru-ial proess that will help in determining the neutrinonature is the (��)0� deay1). It is also a typial pro-ess that requires lepton number violation, although itan say nothing about the value of the mass beause, al-though right-handed urrents and/or salar bosons maya�et the deay rate, it has been shown that whateverthe mehanism of this deay is, it implies a nonvan-ishing neutrino mass [18℄. In some models, the (��)0�deay an proeed with an arbitrarily small neutrinomass via a salar boson exhange [19℄.The mehanism involving a trilinear oupling ofsalar bosons was proposed in Ref. [20℄ in the ontextof a model with the SU(2)
U(1) symmetry with dou-blets and a triplet of salar bosons. But beause thereis no large mass sale in these types of models [21℄, theontribution of the trilinear oupling is, in fat, neg-ligible. In general, in models with that symmetry, a�ne tuning is needed if we want the trilinear terms togive important ontributions to the (��)0� deay [22℄.It was shown in Ref. [23℄ that in 3�3�1 model, whihhas a rih Higgs boson setor, there are many new on-tributions to the (��)0� deay. In reent work [24℄,the authors showed that the implementation of spon-taneous breaking of the lepton number in the 3�3�1model with right-handed neutrinos gives rise to a fastneutrino deay with a Majoron emission and generatesnumerous new ontributions to the (��)0� deay.In our earlier work [25℄, we analyzed the neutrinomasses in the eonomial 3�3�1 model. The masses ofneutrinos are given by three di�erent soures widelyranging over the mass sales inluding the GUT's andthe small VEV u of spontaneous lepton number break-1) For experimental projets in preparation, see [17℄.

ing. With a �nite renormalization in mass, the spe-trum of neutrino masses is neat and an �t the data.In this work, we disuss possible ontributions of thebilepton to the (��)0� deay in the model under onsid-eration. We show that in ontradition with the previ-ous analysis, the (��)0� deay arises from two di�erentsoures, whih require both Majorana and Dira neu-trino masses to be nonvanishing. If the mixing anglebetween the harged gauge bosons is in the range of theratio of neutrino masses hM�iL=hM�iD, then the Ma-jorana and Dira masses are omparable to eah otherand may give the main ontribution to the deay. Theonstraints on the bilepton mass are also given.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. InSe. 2, we brie�y review the eonomial 3�3�1 model.Charged urrents and a new bound on the mixing angleare given in Se. 3. Setion 4 is devoted to a detailedanalysis of the possible ontributions of the bilepton tothe (��)0� deay. We summarize our results and makeonlusions in Se. 5.2. A REVIEW OF THE MODELThe partile ontent in this anomaly-free model isgiven by [13℄ aL = (�aL; laL; (�aR))T � (3;�1=3);laR � (1;�1); a = 1; 2; 3;Q1L = (u1L; d1L; UL)T � (3; 1=3) ;Q�L = (d�L;�u�L; D�L)T � (3�; 0); � = 2; 3;uaR � (1; 2=3) ; daR � (1;�1=3) ;UR � (1; 2=3) ; D�R � (1;�1=3) ; (1)
where the values in the parentheses denote quantumnumbers based on the SU(3)L
U(1)X symmetry. Un-like the usual 3�3�1model with right-handed neutrinos,where the third family of quarks should be disriminat-ing, the �rst family has to be di�erent from the othertwo in the model under onsideration [16℄. The eletriharge operator in this ase takes the formQ = T3 � 1p3T8 +X; (2)where the Ti (i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8) and X are respetivelythe SU(3)L and U(1)X harges. The eletri hargesof the exoti quarks U and D� are the same as for theusual quarks, i.e., qU = 2=3 and qD� = �1=3.The spontaneous symmetry breaking in this modelis obtained in two stages:SU(3)L 
U(1)X ! SU(2)L 
U(1)Y ! U(1)Q: (3)872



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009 Bilepton ontributions to the neutrinoless : : :The �rst stage is ahieved by a Higgs salar triplet withthe VEV given by� = ��01; ��2 ; �03�T � (3;�1=3) ;h�i = 1p2 (u; 0; !)T : (4)The last stage is ahieved by another Higgs salartriplet needed with the VEV� = ��+1 ; �02; �+3 �T � (3; 2=3) ;h�i = 1p2 (0; v; 0)T : (5)The VEV ! gives mass to the exoti quarks U andD� and the new gauge bosons Z2, X , and Y , while theVEVs u and v give mass to all the ordinary fermionsand gauge bosons [13, 16℄. The VEV ! is responsi-ble for the �rst step of symmetry breaking; the se-ond step is due to u and v. Therefore, the VEVs inthis model have to satisfy the onstraint u; v � !. Itis interesting to note that the VEV v is lose to theSM one, v � 246 GeV; this is due to identi�ationof the harged gauge boson W as the W in the SM.From the � parameter, we obtain the onstraint on uas u � 2:46 GeV [13℄, whih implies that u is muhsmaller than v. Therefore, the VEVs in this modelmust satisfy the onstraintu� v � !: (6)The masses of the gauge bosons areM2W = g2v24 ; (7)M2Y = g24 (u2 + v2 + !2); (8)M2X = g24 (!2 + u2); (9)and M2Z1 � g242W (v2 � 3u2); (10)M2Z2 � g22W!23� 4s2W : (11)It follows from (7), (8), and (9) that the splittingbetween the bilepton masses is governed by the law ofPythagoras M2Y =M2X +M2W : (12)Hene, the harged bilepton Y is slightly heavier thanthe neutral bilepton X . We reall that a similar re-lation in the model with the right-handed neutrino isjM2Y �M2X j � m2W [11℄.

3. CHARGED CURRENTS AND A NEWBOUND ON THE MIXING ANGLEThe onsequene of u 6= 0 in this model is a mixingof the SM gauge boson W 0 and bilepton Y 0,LCGmass = g24 (W 0�; Y 0�) u2 + v2 u!u! !2 + v2 !�� W 0+Y 0+ ! :The physial harged gauge bosons are given byW = �W 0 + s�Y 0;Y = �s�W 0 + �Y 0; (13)where the mixing angle is de�ned bytg � = u! (14)and we use the notation � = os � and s� = sin �.As a onsequene of this mixing, there exist lepton-number violating (LNV) terms in the harged urrentsproportional to s�,HCC = gp2 �J�+W W�� + J�+Y Y �� +H..� ; (15)withJ�+W = � �laL��aL + daL�uaL��� s� �laL��aR + d1L�UL +D�L�u�L� ; (16)J�+Y = � �laL��aR + d1L�UL +D�L�u�L�++ s� �laL��aL + daL�uaL� : (17)As in Ref. [13℄, the onstraint on the W�Y mixingangle � from the W width is given by s� � 0:08. Butwe show in what follows that a striter bound an ob-tain from the invisible Z width through the unnormalneutral LNV urrentLNCunnormal = �gt2�gkV (�)W (�aL��aR+u1L�UL ��D�L�d�L�Zk� +H..; (18)where the neutrino oupling onstants (gkV ; k = 1; 2)are given byg1V (�L) � ' � s'p42W � 12 ; (19)g2V (�L) � s' + 'p42W � 12 : (20)873



D. V. Soa, P. V. Dong, T. T. Huong, H. N. Long ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009It is worth mentioning that the mixing angle ' be-tween the Z�Z 0 neutral bosons is very small. In thease where u! 0, the analysis of the Z deay width [26℄shows that the Z�Z 0 mixing angle is onstrained as�0:0015 � ' � 0:001. The neutrino ouplings in (18)lead to additional invisible-deay modes to the Z bo-son. For eah generation of leptons, the orrespondinginvisible-deay width an be approximately written as��LNL � 12 t22��1 +O(s2')��SM�� ; (21)where NL = �aR and �SM�� = GFM3Z=12�p2 is the SMpredition for the deay rate of Z into a pair of neu-trinos. The experimental data for the total invisibleneutrino deay modes give [27℄�expinvi = (2:994� 0:012)�SM�� : (22)From (21) and (22), we obtain the upper limit for themixing angle tg � � 0:03; (23)whih is smaller than that given in Ref. [13℄.4. BILEPTON CONTRIBUTIONS TO THENEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE BETA DECAYThe (��)0� deay is a typial proess that requiresthe lepton number violation, and hene it an be usefulin probing new physis beyond the SM [17, 18℄. The in-terations that lead to the (��)0� deay involve hadronsand leptons. For the standard ontribution, its ampli-tude an be written as [24℄M(��)0� = g44m4WMh��U�PL q=+m�q2 �m2� �PRV; (24)where Mh�� arries the hadroni information of theproess, PR;L = (1� 5)=2, and U and V are Diraspinors. In the presene of neutrino mixing, assum-ming that m2� � q2, we an writeM(��)0� = A(��)0�Mh��UPR��V; (25)where A(��)0� = g4hM�i4m4W hq2i (26)is the strength of the e�etive oupling of the standardontribution. In the ase of three neutrino speies,hM�i = PU2eim�i is the e�etive neutrino mass andhq2i is the average of the transferred squared four-momentum.

The ontributions to the (��)0� deay in our modeloming from the harged gauge bosons W� and Y �dominate the proess. Beause the (��)0� deay hasnot yet been experimentally deteted, the aim of ouranalysis here is to obtain new ontributions and to om-pare them with the standard one [18, 23℄. Feynmandiagrams for the ontributions are depited in Figs. 1,2, and 3. Left-handed �gures (a) are given by the non-vanishing Majorana mass, and the right-handed �gures(b) by the Dira mass.For the standard ontribution as depited in Fig. 1a,its e�etive oupling takes the formA(��)0� (1a) = g4hM�iL4m4W hq2i 4�; (27)where ML is the Majorana mass. The �rst new ontri-bution involves only W�, as in the standard ontribu-tion, but W� now interats with two harged urrentsJ� and J� as depited in Fig. 1b. We note that inthis ase, the Dira mass gives the ontribution to thee�etive ouplingA(��)0� (1b) = g4hM�iD4m4W hq2i3�s�; (28)where MD is the Dira mass.We see from Eqs. (27) and (28) that the LNV inthe (��)0� deay arises from two di�erent soures re-spetively identi�ed by the nonvanishing Majorana andDira mass terms. In Fig. 1a, the LNV is due to theMajorana mass, and the LNV in Fig. 1b is due to theoupling of the W boson to the harged urrent (theterm is proportional to s�). Comparing these e�etiveouplings, we obtain the ratioA(��)0� (1b)A(��)0� (1a) = hM�iDhM�iL tg �: (29)We see from (29) that the relevane of this ontri-bution depends on the angle � and on the ratio be-tween hM�iD and hM�iL. It is worth noting that ifhM�iD tg � � hM�iL, then the Majorana and Diramasses are omparable to eah other and both maygive the main ontribution to the deay.Next, we onsider ontributions that involve bothW� and Y �. They involve the two urrents J� andJ� interating with W and Y as depited in Fig. 2a forhM�iL and Fig. 2b for hM�iD. The e�etive ouplingsin this ase areA(��)0� (2a) = g4hM�iL2�s2�4m2Wm2Y hq2i (30)874
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Fig. 1. Contribution of the SM bosons W to the (��)0� deay. Figure a is for the Majorana mass, �gure b is for the Diramass
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Fig. 3. Contribution of the bileptons Y to the (��)0� deayand A(��)0� (2b) = g4hM�iD3�s�4m2Wm2Y hq2i : (31)We see from (30) and (31) that the Majoranamass givesthe ontribution to the (��)0� deay muh smaller thanthe Dira mass. Comparing with the standard e�etiveoupling, we obtain the ratiosA(��)0� (2b)A(��)0� (1a) = m2Wm2Y hM�iDhM�iL tg � (32)

and A(��)0� (2a)A(��)0� (1a) = m2Wm2Y tg2 �: (33)In ontrast to the previous ase, Eq. (32) shows thatthe relevane of these ontributions depends on the an-gle �, the ratio hM�iD=hM�iL, and the bilepton mass.We suppose that the new ontributions are smaller thanthe standard one; from Eq. (32), we then obtain a lower875



D. V. Soa, P. V. Dong, T. T. Huong, H. N. Long ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009Table. Low bounds on the bilepton mass in range ofhM�iD=hM�iLhM�iD=hM�iL 100 200 400 600 800 1000mY , GeV 139:0 197:0 278:6 341:2 394:0 440:5bound on the bilepton mass asm2Y > m2W hM�iDhM�iL tg �: (34)With m2W = 80:425 GeV and tg � = 0:03,the low bounds on the mass mY in range ofhM�iD=hM�iL � 102�103 [25℄ are given in the Table.It is interesting to note that �wrong� muon deayexperiments imply a bound for the bilepton massmY � 230 GeV [13; 28℄, and a stronger mass boundhas been derived from onsidering an experimen-tal limit of lepton-number-violating harged leptondeays [29℄ of 440 GeV.We see from Eq. (33) that the order of the on-tribution is muh smaller than the standard ontribu-tion; this is beause the LNV in the (��)0� deay arisesfrom the Majorana mass term and the LNV ouplingbetween the bilepton Y and the harged urrent J� ofordinary quarks and leptons. Taking mY = 139 GeV,we obtain A(��)0� (2a)A(��)0� (1a) � 3:0 � 10�4: (35)We now examine the next four ontributions thatinvolve only the bileptons Y . In Fig. 3a, we show anexample of this kind of ontribution where the urrentJ� appears in two verties. The e�etive oupling isA(��)0� (3a) = g4hM�iLs4�4m4Y hq2i : (36)In another ase, we also haveA(��)0� (3b) = g4hM�iD�s3�4m4Y hq2i : (37)Comparing with the standard e�etive oupling, we ob-tain A(��)0� (3a)A(��)0� (1a) = �mWmY �4 tg4 �: (38)With the above data, the ratio upper limit isA(��)0� (3a)A(��)0� (1a) � 9:0 � 10�8; (39)

whih is very small. It is easy to verify that the remain-ing ontributions are muh smaller than those with thehargedW bosons. This is beause all the ouplings ofthe bilepton with ordinary quarks and leptons in thediagrams in Fig. 3 are lepton number violating.5. CONCLUSIONWe have obtained a new bound on the mixing anglebetween harged gauge bosons in the eonomial 3�3�1model from the invisible deay modes of the neutralgauge boson Z. We have also investigated the impli-ations of spontaneous breaking of the lepton numberin the (��)0� deay and systematially analyzed theouplings of all possible ontributions of harged gaugebosons to the deay. The result shows that, in ontra-dition with previous analysis [23, 24℄, the (��)0� deaymehanism in the onsidered model requires both Ma-jorana and Dira nonvanishing masses. If the mixingangle between the harged gauge boson and the bilep-ton is in the range of the ratio of neutrino masses hM�iLand hM�iD, then the Majorana and Dira masses areomparable to eah other and both may give the mainontribution to the deay. Based on the result, the on-straints on the bilepton mass are given. It is interestingto note that the relevane of the new ontributions isditated by the mixing angle �, the e�etive neutrinomass, and the bilepton mass. By estimating the orderof magnitude of the new ontributions, we preditedthat the most robust one is the ontribution depitedin Fig. 2, whose order of magnitude is 10�4 of the stan-dard ontribution.Finally, we emphasize that in the onsidered model,the harged Higgs boson is a salar bilepton (withthe lepton number L = �2). Therefore, their Yukawaouplings to ordinary quarks and leptons violate thelepton number and are very weak (see Ref. [30℄ for thedetails). This means that their possible ontributionsto the (��)0� deay must be muh smaller than theontributions of harged gauge bosons.One of the authors (D.V. S.) expresses his sineregratitude to the National Center for Theoretial Si-enes of the National Siene Counil of the Republiof China for �nanial support. He is also grateful toProf. Cheng-Wei Chiang and members of the Depart-ment of Physis, National Central University, for warmhospitality during his visit. This work was supported inpart by the National Counil for the Natural Sienesof Vietnam.876
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